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Who We Are

Who we are
Fanatic is an iconic brand founded in 1981. With three
decades of Windsurf histor y under our belt, we have
been on the scene since day one. We are the pioneers of
innovation and design, making us one of the world’s leading
brands. We pride ourselves on constant evolution, bringing
this to life through the creation of new concepts, ideas, and
technological standards.
Sebastian Wenzel is the highly regarded shaper for
Fanatic. He was the first within the industr y to develop
boards with CAD technology more than 10 years ago.
This has resulted in immaculate and ingenious shapes. In
conjunction with this, we have and always have had a team

of world class windsurfers and highly experienced Brand
and Product Managers. This inspires us and gives us an
insight into the future direction of windsurfing.
Outstanding results are shown through our capacit y as
a brand to absorb new trends. Drawing inspiration from
progressive Freest yle riders across a variet y of boardsports
and turning this into realit y, as well as accomplishing ground
breaking progress across our Waveboards. Our boards
are ridden not only by World Champions, National and
Local Heros, but also, more importantly, by you, our valued
customers and dedicated passionate windsurfers sharing our
Addiction to Ride!

What We Stand For
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With the definition of ›cutting edge‹ and with three decades
of Windsurfing histor y, its no wonder Fanatic is one of the
most iconic brands in the sport. Our athletes are world
class riders and their input is invaluable to us. Working
closely with our in-house design team, this unit y takes our
protot ypes through the development process on the test
winning CAD design platform, culminating in superior
products. An ecologically aware mindset is dedicated to
cleaner, greener and better ways to make new boards and
remain »Ocean Minded«.

Fanatic’s 2015 range has pushed forward with the priciples
of focus and passion. Most popular shapes and sizes are
available in a multitude of constructions ensuring boards
for all! Whatever your st yle, desires or budget Fanatic
makes sure that we can provide you with exactly what you
need. From the affordable Biax Glass Sandwich through to
the High Resistance Skin ( HRS) and high performance
TeXtreme ® Innegra Carbon, the options are endless and
you will find your dream board here, with Fanatic. An
ecologically aware mindset is dedicated to cleaner, greener
and better ways to make new boards and remain »Ocean
Minded«.

Brand manager
Cr aig Gertenbach

Shaper
SebasTian Wenzel

Product M anager
Daniel Aeberli
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The Fanatic Wave line is guaranteed to give you the full Wave experience. Working
closely with our World Class team riders and young talents, we give you an extensive
range, so you can easily achieve the ultimate ride. With the option of one, three or
four fin setups, combined with high-tech design, the versatility of our Waveriding
range is endless. The TriWave fills the gap between the Quad and FreeWave
perfectly. Featuring six finely tuned sizes with a wide more compact outline, we
can assure you that you’re first on the plane; while the shorter shape and snappy
tail outline provides extremely desirable turning abilities. The Quad TE sees a
wider centre and flatter deck, offering stability while enhancing power, grip and
speed. With a slightly shorter, more compact outline and a fuller, rounder nose the
FreeWave offers the ultimate freedom to any rider with easy planing and smooth
Waveriding being guaranteed. All of our Wave / FreeWave models have weight
saving layups with no compromise to the solid,
top Fanatic quality you’d expect.

Photo by
JOHN CARTER
Rider
VICTOR FERNANDEZ
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WOW them with your ride. For 2015 we give you hot
new graphics! A contemporary mix of modern colour,
inspired by the demands of an increasingly youthful market,
complementing our finely tuned board of champions, the
Skate TE. Whether you are looking to impress the crowds
with your showmanship, throw down a bag of tricks or start
dialling your first Freestyle moves, then the Skate TE is the
perfect companion for you whilst the Biax Glass Sandwich
construction (BGS) is ideally suited to Freestyle newbies.

Photo by
John Carter
Rider
Gollito Estredo
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Freeride, freemove
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Four new shapes (120 l, 133 l, 146 l, 156 + l) are added to the Gecko line,
taking inspiration from our test legend, the Shark. The additional length in
these larger sizes complements the Gecko’s wide, thin concept providing
great balance and stability. The ultimate in Freemove versatility for a modern
Funboard, the wide, compact outline triggers early planing, while the evenly
distributed volume ensures you have ›just the right‹ amount of board so you
could in fact ride a smaller size than you normally would. The flatter deck
transitions into thinned out rails offering stability and the ability to dig deep
into your carving manoeuvres.
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2015 sees your freedom to Freeride enhanced through fresh designs and
modifications. The Hawk range has had a complete design overhaul and
has three exciting new shapes (99 l, 113 l, 124 l) available in two different
constructions, Bamboo and LTD. The parallel CAD outline and redefined rail
shape provides ultimate comfort and control, whilst maintaining speed and
optimum grip through your turns. The Hawk offers extra high performance
through top speeds and manoeuvrability, holding a firm place
in the ›dream quiver‹.
The combination of the Gecko and Hawk, available in such a
wide variety of sizes and constructions ensures that ALL Freeriding
needs are covered.

Photo by
JOHN CARTER
RiderS
Daniel Aeberli
Alice Arutkin
Adam Lewis
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Ray or Falcon, we dominate the Race scene. The Falcon Formula
170 l will give you the ride of your life, drawing design inspiration
directly from the CAD developed Falcon Slalom range. For
›supercharged‹ speed the Falcon Slalom is for you. 2015 sees two
new shapes available (99 l and 111 l) a board of champions, the
Falcon will accelerate you to the podium!
The Fanatic Ray is the user-friendly speed demon suited for every
windsurfer. Echoing the changes in the Falcon line up, we see
blistering top speeds, outstanding gybing performance and great
acceleration capacities. Early planing is enhanced by a wider
outline around the front footstraps, which also effortlessly supports
the board on the plane through any lull.
State of the art boards built for extreme speed, inspired by riders,
sums up the Falcon Speed range perfectly. Through our extensive
R & D process for the Fanatic Falcon, we knew that we could take
this design as solid foundation and build on it. The Falcon Speed
boards have an unprecedented balance across the bottom with
a neutral speed shape (slight double concaves up front and V
release of the tail.) Rail shapes of this Speed board are relatively
thick but not boxy, giving maximum control as well as quick
acceleration from these narrow shapes off the start line. With
everything combined, it’s no wonder Patrick van Hoof scored
the Belgium 500 m record on the 44 cm and 50 cm! Whatever
you’re looking for, our highly tuned, race ready boards will get
you there first.

Photo by
John carter
RiderS
M atteo Iachino
Pierre Mortefon
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Fanatic has developed the ultimate setup for the next
generation of Windsurfing heroes. The Ripper, has plenty
of width ensuring stability and light wind planing abilities.
Fast top speeds are fitting for rapidly advancing sailors or
parents looking to pass on and demonstrate their Windsurfing
knowledge. We know that the most valuable board is the
one that teaches new enthusiasts how to Windsurf. The Viper
does just that. All about pure progression, catering for those
first moments of standing on the board, through to full speed
planing in footstraps. The Viper Air offers great all-round
manoeuvrability and is the ideal Funboard for new Windsurf
enthusiasts, schools and clubs. Our Bravo SUP3 Double Action
Pump makes sure optimum pressure, stiffness and rigidity are
supplied. Rolled up in our premium red backpack, the Viper
Air is the ultimate fun package.

Photo by
Tristan Siefert
RiderS
M a xi Gertenbach
Victor Fernandez
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NEW?
WHAT´S

GECKO:

NEW SHAPES
INSPIRED BY SHARK

Waveboards:

WEIGHT
SAVING
TRENDY
GRAPHICS

VIPER AIR:

HYBRID
FUNBOARD FOR
WINDSURFING
& SUP
optimized
premium backpack

+

Bravo SUP3
Double Action PUMP

+

‣‣ All Wave / FreeWave models have weight saving
layups

‣‣ Double Layer Technology for light and hassle-free
handling

‣‣ New trendy and fashionable graphics

‣‣ Bravo SUP3 Double Action Pump delivering optimum
pressure, ensuring stiffness and rigidity

‣‣ The TriWave fills the gap perfectly between the 		
Quad and FreeWave
‣‣ The FreeWave offers the ultimate freedom to any
rider – easy planing and smooth Waveriding
More info on page 27

‣‣ Optimum glide and stable platform for first timers
(Viper shape)
‣‣ Removable center fin
‣‣ Great all-round manoeuvrability
‣‣ Premium red backpack with supporting belts plus
ultra effective padding for better back support
More info on page 87

+

–

Wider shape
for more balance

Thinner for better
carving manoeuvres

HAWK:

Freerace- and Speedboards:

BRAND
NEW
SHAPES

NEW SHAPES
FOR
SLALOM POWER

‣‣ Complete design overhaul with fresh look

‣‣ Ray is the user-friendly version of the Falcon for 		
recreational speedsters

99, 113, 124

99, 111, 138

GECKO
SHARK

‣‣ New shapes inspired by our test legend, the Shark, with Gecko character
‣‣ Four new shapes (120 l, 133 l, 146 l, 156 + l)
‣‣ Wide, thin concept providing great balance and stability
‣‣ Flatter deck, transitions into thinned out rails offering stability and carving manoeuvres
More info on page 61

‣‣ Available in two different constructions, Bamboo
and LTD
‣‣ Extra high performance through top speeds and 		
manoeuvrability
More info on page 55

‣‣ State of the art Falcon Speed boards, built for 		
extreme speed, inspired by Speed pro riders
More info on page 81
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Windsurfing Team

I n te r n at i o n a l

Windsurfing
TEAM 2015

victor fernandez
E- 42

max rowe
k-20

adam lewis
k-516

Gollito estredo
V-10

Arthur Arutkin
fr a-1111

alice arutkin
fr a-111

matteo iachino
ita-140

pierre mortefon
Fr a-14

nik Baker
K- 66

klaas voget
g-4

noah voecker-roche
l anzarote

marco lang
aut- 66

max matissek
aut-97

alessio stillrich
g -95

yegor Popretinskiy
rus-11

adrian behol z
g -888

adrien bosson
F-296

maxime van gent
nb-22

nayra alonso
e- 4

yoli de brendt
v-26

tom brendt
g - 696
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Fanatic has an Ocean Minded ethos; protect what you love, which is why every board
proudly displays the Fanatic Ocean Minded logo. We promise to build boards for a
greener environment, using ethically sourced and sustainable raw materials wherever
possible. 2013 saw us to become one of the few brands to use eco-friendly Cork, which
we continue to use for 2015. Although much of the board construction industry still relies
on toxic and harmful products for the building process, Fanatic does everything possible
to offset our Carbon footprint. Our mission is to improve our manufacturing process by
constantly fine tuning and researching our construction techniques, packaging materials
and distribution method – all for a fresh Fanatic future.

Keep It Green
Whilst creating new products, our primary goal is to reduce ecological
impacts on the environment and use ethically sourced raw materials.
Advancing in our construction techniques, significant performance gains
have been achieved. In 2015 we continue to use the ultra stiff, impact
resistant Innegra instead of Kevlar ® for lighter layups, and maintain the
use of recyclable Basalt, Bamboo and aerospace proven Cork.

Cork Construction

Ozone-Free
Foam Blanks

Less Paint
More
Picturesque

Package
Smart

Audited
Facilities For
Healthier
Workers

×

×

×

×

Blown without generating
ozone and greenhouse
gases and expanded
using of just steam for
zero waste / dust product.

By using optimized colour
components and resin
systems based on their
solvent concentration
we’ve managed to produce striking graphics that
have minimized environmental consequences.

Streamlined transportation
packaging without
compromising protection
demands less fuel to
deliver and can be mostly
recycled once again.

All of our audited production sites take particular care to extract all dust
and gas particles through
adequate vacuum and
filtration systems.

Cork isn’t just a highly-renewable, naturally-sourced wood fiber material –
it’s also a high-performance choice for Windsurfing gear. Sufficient for
fighter jets and NASA spacecraft, cork’s high stiffness characteristics
make it the perfect partial replacement for PVC for the LTD line Innegra
Carbon Freerideboards. With its perfect weight to stiffness / flex ratio
and superior memory it’s the ideal choice for shock absorption in the
stance area. Cork is more efficient in the vacuum process, requiring less
resin for each board, combining perfectly with Fanatic´s Basalt Cloth
resin-absorption properties, letting Fanatic tint colorways during the
layup process, creating the unique look that Fanatic boards are famous
for. Finally, it’s safer for those building our boards to work with – and,
along with Basalt Cloth – is partially recyclable, meaning a lower
disposal impact when it’s time for your Fanatic board to be replaced.

By ch o osi n g Fa n at i c yo u ’re m atch i n g
o u r co m m i tm en t
to m a k e t h is pl a n e t a b e t t er pl ace to sa i l
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CAD Shaping
Sebastian Wenzel has achieved great things in his
shaping career and with over a decade of CAD
experience under his belt, there is no question that he is
one of the leading experts on computer aided board
design. CAD shaping provides board builders
with a platform to accomplish unprecedented levels of
precision in the designs they produce and Sebastian
does just that. CAD also allows us to store every
board built since 2004 on a digital database so we
can evolve, push boundaries and innovate, rather
than recreate. Sebastian´s decades of board building
knowledge and experience is funnelled into every
design created. Through Sebastian´s lead and the
collaboration of every Fanatic team member, we
continue to build on our already existing library of
facts, figures, successful shapes, proven rocker lines,
volume flows and rail lines. As we advance it´s clear
to see that Fanatic CAD shaping techniques work as
our Windsurfing boards keep getting better. FACT.
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Fa n at i c
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INNEGRA CARBON [IC/LF]

INNEGRA CARBON /
BASALT CORK SANDWICH [IC/BSLT/LF]

BIAX CARBON SANDWICH [BCS/LF]

L I G H T F inish T E C H N O L O G y

L I G H T F inish T E C H N O L O G y

L I G H T F inish T E C H N O L O G y

×

×

×

Q u a d T E, TriWa ve T E, S kat e T E, Fre eWa ve T E

H a w k LT D, G e cko LT D

Fal co n S l al o m, Fal co n Fo r mul a, Fal co n S p e e d

1

1
2

3

6

2

1
3

4

4
5

7

3

4
5

8

2

5

6

6

7

1 TOP COAT LIGHT FINISH

1 TOP COAT LIGHT FINISH

1 TOP COAT LIGHT FINISH

2 INNEGRA CARBON ON THE DECK

2 INNEGRA CARBON-CLOTH

2 BIAX CARBON

3 WOOD / CARBON REINFORCEMENT

3 WOOD / CARBON REINFORCEMENT

3 WOOD / CARBON REINFORCEMENT

4 PVC OUTSIDE LAYER

4 PVC-SANDWICH LAYER ON Bottom / cork sandwich on deck

4 PVC-SANDWICH LAYER ON TOP AND BOTTOM OF BOARD

5 BIAX GLASS-CLOTH REINFORCEMENT

5 GLASS-CLOTH

5 GLASS-CLOTH

6 INSIDE SANDWICH LAYER

6 SUPER LIGHT EPS FOAM

6 SUPER LIGHT EPS FOAM

7 GLASS-CLOTH REINFORCEMENT

7 BASALT-CLOTH

8 SUPER LIGHT EPS FOAM

Innegra Carbon will be used again on the 2015 Wave- and TE
Freestyleboards. After the resounding success of using Innegra
Carbon material in our TE boards the last 2 seasons, we once
again are confident to say that this material is lighter and more
impact resistant than the Carbon Kevlar® it has replaced, with
better UV properties too. Combined with a double PVC / Wood
Sandwich and Wood / Carbon heel reinforcements, it guarantees
the most efficient construction in terms of weight and maximum
impact resistance. The Waveboards benefit from Innegra Carbon
Sandwich layups. The Skate TE has a Single Sandwich deck of
Innegra Carbon and a Carbon or Glass bottom. Each TE model
is produced with the Light Finish look, where the primary board
color gets mixed into the laminating resin, for extra
weight reduction.

The top-level Innegra Carbon specification, in combination with
the Cork-Sandwich construction, provides a perfect weight to
stiffness / flex ratio. The Sandwich combination with environmentfriendly Cork Sandwich technology and local glassed reinforcement provides a perfect shock absorption in the stance area. On
the bases of the LTD boards Fanatic features the innovative Basalt
Cloth, a material that is not only technically superior to standard
cloth, but also environment-friendlier in both its manufacturing and
recycling processes. All these models are produced with the Light
Finish look, where the primary board color gets mixed into the
laminating resin, for extra weight reduction.

Top quality and high-tech specification Biax Carbon has a perfect weight to stiffness ratio as a result of its very fine weave,
plus has fantastic dynamic flex. Full Biax Carbon is used on the
decks and bottoms of the bigger Falcons and Falcon Formula
for maximum stiffness and lightest possible weight. Whilst on
the smaller Falcons (90 – 99 liters) it is used only in the deck
area for a better flexibility of the boards in choppy conditions.
Combined with PVC Sandwich technology and Glass reinforcements,
the Biax / Carbon provides a perfect stiffness / flex / weight ratio
on the Falcon Slalom, Speed and Formula lines.

Photo by
JOHN CARTER
RiderS
Victor Fernandez
Kl a as Voget
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Photo by
JOHN CARTER
RiderS
Kl a as Voget
Victor Fernandez
Sebastian Wenzel
Cr aig Gertenbach

CUSTOM WOOD SANDWICH [CWS/LF]

BIAX GLASS SANDWICH [BGS/LF]

BAMBOO SANDWICH [BOS/LF]

L I G H T F inish T E C H N O L O G y

L I G H T F inish T E C H N O L O GY

L I G H T F inish T E C H N O L O GY

×

×

×

×

Fre eWa ve

S kat e, Ra y

H a w k, G e cko

G e cko, Vip e r, Rip p e r

1

1
2
4

1

1

2

3

2

3

3

4

5
6

5

7

2

6

HIGH RESISTANCE SKIN [HRS]

3

4
5

4

6

6
5

7

1 TOP COAT LIGHT FINISH

1 TOP COAT LIGHT FINISH

1 TOP COAT clear

1 HIGH RESISTANCE SKIN (EVA deck ON VIPER AND RIPPER)

2 GLASS-CLOTH

2 BIAX GLASS-CLOTH

2 GLASS-CLOTH

2 GLASS REINFORCEMENT

3 WOOD / GLASS-CLOTH REINFORCEMENT ON THE DECK

3 WOOD REINFORCEMENT

3 WOOD / GLASS REINFORCEMENT

3 GLASS COMPLEX LAYER

4 GLASS-CLOTH REINFORCEMENT

4 PVC-SANDWICH LAYER

4 bamboo SANDWICH LAYER ON TOP

4 COMBINED GLASS-CLOTH ON THE DECK

5 INSIDE SANDWICH LAYER

5 GLASS-CLOTH

5 GLASS-CLOTH

5 GLASS REINFORCEMENT ON THE RAILS

6 GLASS-CLOTH REINFORCEMENT

6 SUPER LIGHT EPS FOAM

6 SUPER LIGHT EPS FOAM

6 SUPER LIGHT EPS FOAM

7 SUPER LIGHT EPS FOAM

A lightweight yet robust Wood and Glass fiber construction
allows a very high strength-to-weight ratio. Combined mix of high
end composite components, this is an extremely durable layup.
The thick Sandwich, Wood and Fiberglass easily absorb high
forces, even from the hardest landings! This construction is used
on standard FreeWave models.

7 REINFORCEMENT GLASS INLAYS

A specific combination of top quality Biax Glass fabrics
combined with PVC and Wood layers provides optimised
durability for the standard Skates and the Ray models. The
light finish helps to reach an excellent weight-to-price ratio.

The Bamboo Sandwich Light Technology is a combination of top
quality and intelligent layup specifications, Bamboo Sandwich
and Glass / Wood reinforcements. This unique construction offers
extremely competitive weights at value prices. Used for the Hawk
and Gecko models, with the clear visible Bamboo material in
the deck.

High Resistance Skin composite technology – an optimum weight
and durable construction for everyday use. A thick, durable outer
skin gives the board hull high strength, plus ding and impact
resistance. Strategic use of Glass reinforcements ensures an
adequate stiffness. Used on the standard Gecko, as well as on
the Viper / Ripper ranges in combination with a user-friendly
EVA deck.
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Textreme® innegra carbon [TXTR IC / LF]

x

L I G H T F inish T E C H N O L O GY
×
Fre eWa ve T X T R

1

e
eez

squ

Spread tow fabrics
for ultra light composites

1

The Spread Tow structure makes it possible
to achieve thinner laminates.

2

Straighter fibers with reduced crimp
optimize and strengthen the composite.

3

Lower crimp reduces the amount of excess
plastic, thereby minimizing weight.

2
4

3
5

6
7

1 TOP COAT LIGHT FINISH
2 INNEGRA CARBON-CLOTH
3 WOOD / CARBON REINFORCEMENT
4 PVC-SANDWICH LAYER ON TOP AND BOTTOM OF BOARD
5 GLASS-CLOTH

YEAH!

Oh no!

TeXtreme® carbon fabrics
( S p re a d Tow )

conventional carbon fabrics
( Re gul ar Tow )

Freewave TXTR

39
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6 SUPER LIGHT EPS FOAM
7 TEXTREME® CARBON

Lightweight. Stiff. Incredible. The TeXtreme ® line is the most exclusive, high-performance construction in Windsurfing today.
Available in select-model Fanatic boards, the TeXtreme ® takes
advantage of Innegra’s resin absorption ability, weight-reduction,
stiffness, impact protection and UV-resistance. The Oxeon-built
fabric allows incredibly light PVC sandwich layups, with the
added bonus of fully visible carbon rail and bottom graphics.
High-quality full Innegra Carbon on the rest of the deck round out
the TeXtreme ® construction to create the strongest, lightest, stiffest
board on the market. Less resin, more strength, less weight. It
doesn´t get better than TeXtreme ®.
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Photo by
John Carter
Rider
Kl a as voget
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R A DI C A L

Photo by
John Carter
Rider
victor fernandez

W A V E

quad TE

4 × Choco Fins Quad G10

Quad TE 69

Quad TE 76

Quad TE 82

Quad TE 89

Quad TE 101

Width 52.5 cm

Width 55.5 cm

Width 57.5 cm

Width 60 cm

Width 63.5 cm

Length 225 cm

Length 226 cm

Length 227 cm

Length 228 cm

Length 230 cm

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

Fittings Choco Fins Quad
2 × 9 cm / 2 × 14 cm G10;
4 × SlotBox

Fittings Choco Fins Quad
2 × 9.5 cm / 2 × 14.5 cm G10;
4 × SlotBox

Fittings Choco Fins Quad
2 × 9.5 cm / 2 × 14.5 cm G10;
4 × SlotBox

Fittings Choco Fins Quad
2 × 10 cm / 2 × 15 cm G10;
4 × SlotBox

Fittings Choco Fins Quad
2 × 10 cm / 2 × 15 cm G10;
4 × SlotBox

Sailsize 3.3 – 5.0 m²

Sailsize 3.7 – 5.3 m²

Sailsize 4.0 – 5.8 m²

Sailsize 4.2 – 6.2 m²

Sailsize 4.5 – 6.5 m²
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QUAD TE
If waveriding is your passion and you get kicks out of hitting the lip or charging down
the line, then the highly tuned Quad TE is for you. A board designed to operate at
maximum performance, it won’t hold you back as you take to the water.
The scoop rocker line, with a reduced concave / double concave bottom shape,
combined with the wider centre and flatter deck, offers stability while enhancing power,
grip and speed. The short and compact outline leaves you to focus on your snappy
turns, while the side fins offer slight row for flawless water flow and maximum grip.
Intensive testing and hours of analysis have gone into developing the great combination
of design features the Quad TE presents. Great surfing, quick to plane abilities, comfort
and usability, are all characteristics of great importance that work for everyone, giving
you the ultimate and radical waveride.

K e y Fe at u res :
‣‣ Side fins with slight tow for flawless water flow and maximum grip
‣‣ Scoop rocker line with lower entry and slightly more tail rocker for surfing action,
with power, grip and speed
‣‣ Reduced concaves to compensate for lower rocker, enhancing carving and low
end performance
‣‣ Short and compact outlines for tight turns, rounded square tails for snappier turns
‣‣ Wider centre with flatter deck for early planing and stability
‣‣ CAD analysed concave / double concave bottom shape to deliver early planing
performance, speed on the wave and a power section between the foot straps
‣‣ SlotBox fin system for reduced weight and drag

Photos by
John Carter
Riders
left alessio Stillrich
right Kl a as Voget
Victor fernandez
Sebastian Wenzel
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R A DI C A L

W A V E

Triwave TE

3 × Maui Fin Company Tri Fins

Photo by
John Carter
Rider
adam Lewis

triwave TE 69

triwave TE 76

triwave TE 81

triwave TE 88

triwave TE 95

triwave TE 103

Width 54.5 cm

Width 56 cm

Width 58 cm

Width 59.5 cm

Width 61.5 cm

Width 63.5 cm

Length 226 cm

Length 227 cm

Length 228 cm

Length 229 cm

Length 231 cm

Length 232 cm

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

Fittings MFC TF
2 ×11 cm / 1 × 16 cm;
2 × SlotBox /
Center US Box

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 11 cm / 1 × 17 cm;
2 × SlotBox /
Center US Box

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 11 cm / 1 × 18 cm;
2 × SlotBox /
Center US Box

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 12 cm / 1 × 18 cm;
2 × SlotBox /
Center US Box

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 12 cm / 1 × 19 cm;
2 × SlotBox /
Center US Box

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 12 cm / 1 × 20 cm;
2 × SlotBox /
Center US Box

Sailsize 3.3 – 5.0 m²

Sailsize 3.7 – 5.3 m²

Sailsize 4.0 – 5.8 m²

Sailsize 4.2 – 6.2 m²

Sailsize 4.5 – 6.5 m²

Sailsize 4.7 – 6.7 m²
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TRIWAVE TE
The TriWave range features six sizes for 2015. With a wide, more
compact outline, rest assured that you will be first on the plane.
The decreased tail rocker and V bottom shape is combined with
a flatter deck to provide you with a stable stance and epic planing power. The shorter shape and snappy tail outline provides
extremely desirable turning abilities. The TriWave is undoubtedly
a solid performer in all conditions.
Versatility is the name of the game and with the adaptable fin
setup option, you can fine tune your TriWave to suit your style
and preferences. Ridden as a Thruster you will get the full radical
Waveboard experience. Switch it up to a single fin and you’ll
have maximum planing power and drive when going down the line.
The outline features a slightly wider fishtail for better low end
performance and sharp, snappy turns delivering pure fun. A
V bottom shape, with slightly tuned double concaves, enhances
the smooth flow and acceleration out of turns. The surfing capability and performance is due to a proven rocker line with slightly
less tail rocker. A wider centre and flat deck boosts early planing
and stability to your stance, while the full, soft rails up the nose
add to balance and control. The sharp, crisp rails on the tail guarantee optimum grip so you can initiate even the most aggressive
turn, knowing that your TriWave will thrive.
The SlotBox side fins with slight tow assert perfect water flow
and maximum grip, while a US Centre Box offers supreme turning
capabilities.
Filling the gap perfectly between Quad and FreeWave, the
TriWave is all about fun, putting in an outstanding performance in
all conditions with its solid yet highly responsive characteristics.

K e y Fe at u res :
‣‣ Wider fishtail for better low end performance and snappy
turns
‣‣ V bottom shape, with slightly tuned double concaves,
enhances the smooth flow and acceleration out of turns
‣‣ Proven rocker line with slightly less tail rocker
‣‣ Ultimate combo of high performance and surfing capability
‣‣ Wider centre and flatter deck emphasise early planing and
added stability
‣‣ Full, soft rails up the nose for extra balance and control
‣‣ Sharp, crisp rails on the tail for enhanced grip
‣‣ SlotBox side fins with slight tow for optimum water flow
‣‣ US Centre Box for maximum turning abilities

Photo by
John Carter
Rider
ARTHUR ARUTKIN
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f r ee s t y l e  /  W A V E

Freewave txtr

FreeWave Txtr 76, 86, 96
3 × Maui Fin Company Tri Fins

FreeWave Txtr 106
1 × Maui Fin Company FW G10

Photo by
John Carter
Rider
victor fernandez

Freewave Txtr 86

Freewave Txtr 96

Freewave Txtr 106

Width 58.5 cm

Width 61 cm

Width 63.5 cm

Length 233 cm

Length 234 cm

Length 235 cm

technology TXTR IC / LF

technology TXTR IC / LF

technology TXTR IC / LF

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 11 cm / 1 × 19 cm;
2 × SlotBox / Power Box

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 12 cm / 1 × 19 cm;
2 × SlotBox / Power Box

Fittings MFC
FW 29 cm G10;
2 × SlotBox / Power Box

Sailsize 4.2 – 6.5 m²

Sailsize 4.5 – 6.7 m²

Sailsize 4.7 – 7.0 m²
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Freewave TE

FreeWave TE 76, 86, 96
3 × Maui Fin Company Tri Fins

FreeWave TE 106, 116
1 × Maui Fin Company FW G10

Photo by
John Carter
Rider
kl a as Voget

FreeWave TE 76

FreeWave TE 86

FreeWave TE 96

FreeWave TE 106

FreeWave TE 116

Width 56 cm

Width 58.5 cm

Width 61 cm

Width 63.5cm

Width 66 cm

Length 232 cm

Length 233 cm

Length 234 cm

Length 235 cm

Length 236 cm

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 11 cm / 1 × 18 cm;
2 × SlotBox / Center US Box

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 11 cm / 1 × 19 cm;
2 × SlotBox / Power Box

Fittings MFC TF
2 × 12 cm / 1 × 19 cm;
2 × SlotBox / Power Box

Fittings MFC
FW 29 cm G10;
2 × SlotBox / Power Box

Fittings MFC
FW 30 cm G10;
Power Box

Sailsize 3.7 – 6.0 m²

Sailsize 4.2 – 6.5 m²

Sailsize 4.5 – 6.7 m²

Sailsize 4.7 – 7.0 m²

Sailsize 5.0 – 7.3 m²
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f r ee s t y l e  /  W A V E

Freewave CWS

1× Fanatic FreeWave G10

Photo by
John Carter
Rider
Alessio Stillrich

FreeWave CWS 76

FreeWave CWS 86

FreeWave CWS 96

FreeWave CWS 106

FreeWave CWS 116

Width 56 cm

Width 58.5 cm

Width 61 cm

Width 63.5cm

Width 66 cm

Length 232 cm

Length 233 cm

Length 234 cm

Length 235 cm

Length 236 cm

technology CWS / LF

technology CWS / LF

technology CWS / LF

technology CWS / LF

technology CWS / LF

Fittings Fanatic
FW 23 cm G10;
US Box

Fittings Fanatic
FW 25 cm G10;
Power Box

Fittings Fanatic
FW 27 cm G10;
Power Box

Fittings Fanatic
FW 29 cm G10;
Power Box

Fittings Fanatic
FW 29 cm G10;
Power Box

Sailsize 3.7 – 6.0 m²

Sailsize 4.2 – 6.5 m²

Sailsize 4.5 – 6.7 m²

Sailsize 4.7 – 7.0 m²

Sailsize 5.0 – 7.3 m²
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FreeWave
FreeWave TeXtreme , FreeWave TE, FreeWave CWS
®

The concept behind the FreeWave was to create a board that
offers the ultimate freedom to any rider, on every type of wave
the ocean throws out there. We are constantly presented with
the task of improving on its already existing greatness, and so
we give you five sizes of the most versatile and sought after
model on the market.
The compact fishtail outline, flatter mid-deck section and
smooth, carefully formed rails combine to fashion a highly tuned
shape that performs outstandingly on flat water, across chop and
in waves.
The importance of early planing and down the line speed is
effortlessly achieved through the intricate design. A powerful
bottom shape consists of a slight V and a shallow double
concave situated on a quick scoop rocker line.
Placing real focus on the versatility of this range, both the
FreeWave TE and FreeWave TeXtreme ® have the ability to
be ridden as a Thruster or Single Fin. Available in a variety
of different constructions, including the exclusive TeXtreme ®
technology, we can assure you the freedom to make the
FreeWave into whatever you want it to be.

K e y Fe at u res :
‣‣ Slightly shorter, more compact with an increased outline in the
nose for early planing and smooth waveriding
‣‣ Fishtail, rounded nose and the new CAD designed scoop
rocker line
‣‣ Slight V and double concave bottom shape
‣‣ Full, smooth rails in the nose with a higher apex and tucked
under edge
‣‣ Flatter mid deck section enhancing a stable stance and
efficient volume
‣‣ Smaller sizes highly tuned for responsive waveriding
‣‣ Thruster fin setup option available for the full wave experience

Photo by
John Carter
Rider
Alessio Stillrich
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Rider
gollito estredo
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f r ee s t y l e

Skate TE

1 × Choco Fins Starfish
Composite Innegra Carbon

Photo by
John Carter
Rider
gollito estredo

Skate TE 85

Skate TE 93

Skate TE 101

Skate TE 111

Width 60 cm

Width 62 cm

Width 64 cm

Width 66.5 cm

Length 229 cm

Length 228 cm

Length 228 cm

Length 227 cm

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

Fittings Choco Fins Starfish
17.5 cm Composite Innegra Carbon;
SlotBox 13 cm

Fittings Choco Fins Starfish
18.5 cm Composite Innegra Carbon;
SlotBox 13 cm

Fittings Choco Fins Starfish
20 cm Composite Innegra Carbon;
SlotBox 13 cm

Fittings Choco Fins Starfish
22 cm Composite Innegra Carbon;
SlotBox 13 cm

Sailsize 3.7 – 5.9 m²

Sailsize 4.2 – 6.4 m²

Sailsize 4.5 – 7.0 m²

Sailsize 5.0 – 7.5 m²
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f r E e s t y l e

Skate BGS

1 × Choco Fin Freestyle G10

Photo by
John Carter
Rider
m a x rowe

Skate bgs 100

Skate bgs 110

Width 63.5 cm

Width 66.5 cm

Length 235 cm

Length 237 cm

technology BGS / LF

technology BGS / LF

Fittings Choco Fins
Freestyle 21 cm G10;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freestyle 23 cm G10;
Power Box

Sailsize 4.5 – 7.0 m²

Sailsize 5.0 – 7.5 m²
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SKATE
S kat e T E, S kat e BGS
Do you have a bag of tricks up your sleeve and desire to WOW the crowds with your
showmanship? Then the Skate is the board for you. We’ve seen its capabilities deliciously
unwrapped by 5-times Freestyle World Champion, Gollito Estredo, who proves time and
time again that there are no limits to what the Skate can do.
Pop, rotate, spin, and get airborne with a double or even triple rotation, but do it
in style!
The Skate TE (Team Edition) range has a history of winning, and with four sizes
available we’ve covered all areas. Shorter outlines support our reverse length concept,
where the larger boards are shorter than the smaller ones. The super quick rocker is
combined with the early planing power V bottom so you are guaranteed to be up to
speed in a flash and ready to explode into your most radical trick. A rounded nose
offers a seamless transition from aerial moves into smooth, powerful sliding tricks.
Definition in the shape of the rails will upgrade your pop, ensure control and provide
superior carving. The nose rails provide ease of entry into sliding manoeuvres while
thinner rails between the stance will sharpen your carving Freestyle moves.
Underfoot, an integrated arch support in the tail pad offers ultimate ›feel‹, grip,
comfort and control. The Innegra Carbon construction creates a lighter, stiffer sensation
while the laminate provides UV resistance.
The Biax Glass Sandwich construction (BGS) is ideally suited to Freestyle newbies.
The 100 l and 110 l are perfect for those getting to grips with classic carving moves, first
pop and even playing in a small wave. These test winning models are slightly longer
and more forgiving than the TE range, but still maintain the immense characteristics
making the Skate the champion’s choice.

K e y Fe at u res Sk at e T E:

K e y Fe at u res Sk at e BGS :

‣‣ Shorter outlines support our reverse
length concept where the larger boards
are shorter than the smaller

‣‣ Top combo of classic / new school
Freestyle features

‣‣ Integrated arch support in the tail pad
offers ultimate ›feel‹, grip, comfort and
control
‣‣ The nose rails provide ease of entry
into sliding manoeuvres while the
thinner rails between the stance
sharpen carving Freestyle moves
‣‣ Power V bottom shape for smooth
sliding

‣‣ Two shapes are slightly longer
‣‣ Clean volume flow enhances classic
carving manoeuvres

Photos by
John Carter
Riders
left Gollito estredo
right M a x rowe
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f r eeca r ve

Photo by
John Carter
Rider
m atteo Iachino

Hawk LTD

1 × Choco Fins Freeride
Composite Black LTD

Hawk ltd 99

Hawk ltd 113

Hawk ltd 124

Width 62 cm

Width 66 cm

Width 70 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 241 cm

Length 242 cm

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 34 cm
Composite Black LTD;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 38 cm
Composite Black LTD;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 42 cm
Composite Black LTD;
Power Box

Sailsize 4.5 – 7.5 m²

Sailsize 5.0 – 8.0 m²

Sailsize 5.5 – 8.5 m²
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f r eeca r ve

Hawk Bamboo

1 × Choco Fins Freeride
Composite Black LTD

Photo by
John Carter
Rider
m a x rowe

Hawk bamboo 99

Hawk bamboo 113

Hawk bamboo 124

Width 62 cm

Width 66 cm

Width 70 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 241 cm

Length 242 cm

technology BOS / LF

technology BOS / LF

technology BOS / LF

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 34 cm
Composite Black LTD;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 38 cm
Composite Black LTD;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 42 cm
Composite Black LTD;
Power Box

Sailsize 4.5 – 7.5 m²

Sailsize 5.0 – 8.0 m²

Sailsize 5.5 – 8.5 m²
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HAWK
H a w k LT D, H a w k B amb o o
The Hawk range has had a complete design overhaul and has
been reinvented for 2015. We present you with three exciting
new shapes available in two different constructions: Bamboo
and LTD.
Taking our extensive experience and knowledge from continuous
and intensive R & D, we have applied it to the latest findings from
our Freeride and Race development, all of which has resulted in
the probably best Hawk ever shaped.
A parallel CAD Outline and a redefined rail shape provide
ultimate comfort and control, whilst maintaining speed and
optimum grip through all your carving manoeuvres.
Speed and power define the exciting ride provided by this
pedigree board, which is brimming with thrilling attributes. A
proven rocker line and slightly higher entry deliver a unique
blend of gybing perfection. The flat panel V of the tail, combined
with subtle concaves through the nose, provides early planing,
outstanding ability to cut through the chop and top end speed,
holding a place in the ›dream quiver‹.

K e y Fe at u res :
‣‣ Parallel CAD outline provides ultimate comfort and control
‣‣ Proven rocker line combined with a slightly higher entry gives
an effortless ride and speed
‣‣ Flat panel V of the tail, slight concaves through the nose and
centre for early planing and control when cutting through the
chop
‣‣ Redefined rail shape for better grip and control
‣‣ More forward orientated fin box and insert positions improve
control, planing and manoeuvres

Photo by
John Carter
Rider
alessio stillrich
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f r ee m ove

Gecko LTD

1 × Choco Fins Freeride
Composite Black LTD

Photo by
John Carter
Rider
adam Lewis

gecko ltd 98

gecko ltd 105

gecko ltd 112

gecko ltd 120

gecko ltd 133

gecko ltd 146

Width 63 cm

Width 69 cm

Width 73 cm

Width 76 cm

Width 78 cm

Width 83 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 242 cm

Length 246 cm

Length 250 cm

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

technology IC / LF

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 34 cm
Composite Black LTD;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 36 cm
Composite Black LTD;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 38 cm
Composite Black LTD;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 40 cm
Composite Black LTD;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 42 cm
Composite Black LTD;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 46 cm
Composite Black LTD;
Power Box

Sailsize 4.5 – 7.5 m²

Sailsize 5.0 – 8.0 m²

Sailsize 5.5 – 8.5 m²

Sailsize 6.0 – 9.0 m²

Sailsize 7.5 – 9.5 m²

Sailsize 7.0 – 10.0 m²
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f r ee m ove

Photo by
John Carter
Rider
m a x rowe

gecko Bamboo

1 × Choco Fins Feeride
Composite Black LTD

gecko
bamboo 98

gecko
bamboo 105

gecko
bamboo 112

gecko
bamboo 120

gecko
bamboo 133

gecko
bamboo 146

gecko
bamboo 156 +

Width 63 cm

Width 69 cm

Width 73 cm

Width 76 cm

Width 78 cm

Width 83 cm

Width 85 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 242 cm

Length 246 cm

Length 250 cm

Length 252cm

technology BOS / LF

technology BOS / LF

technology BOS / LF

technology BOS / LF

technology BOS / LF

technology BOS / LF

technology BOS / LF

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 34 cm
Composite Black LTD;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 36 cm
Composite Black LTD;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 38 cm
Composite Black LTD;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 40 cm
Composite Black LTD;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 42 cm
Composite Black LTD;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 46 cm
Composite Black LTD;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 48 cm
Composite Black LTD;
Power Box

Sailsize 4.5 – 7.5 m²

Sailsize 5.0 – 8.0 m²

Sailsize 5.5 – 8.5 m²

Sailsize 6.0 – 9.0 m²

Sailsize 7.5 – 9.5 m²

Sailsize 7.0 – 10.0 m²

Sailsize 8.0 – 11.0 m²
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f r ee m ove

Gecko HRS

1 × Choco Fins Freeride White GFK

Photo by
John Carter
Rider
victor fernandez

gecko HRS 98

gecko HRS 105

gecko HRS 112

gecko HRS 120

gecko HRS 133

gecko HRS 146

gecko HRS 156 +

Width 63 cm

Width 69 cm

Width 73 cm

Width 76 cm

Width 78 cm

Width 83 cm

Width 85 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 239 cm

Length 242 cm

Length 246 cm

Length 250 cm

Length 252cm

technology HRS

technology HRS

technology HRS

technology HRS

technology HRS

technology HRS

technology HRS

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 34 cm White GFK;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 36 cm White GFK;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 38 cm White GFK;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 40 cm White GFK;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 42 cm White GFK;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 46 cm White GFK;
Power Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Freeride 48 cmWhite GFK;
Power Box

Sailsize 4.5 – 7.5 m²

Sailsize 5.0 – 8.0 m²

Sailsize 5.5 – 8.5 m²

Sailsize 6.0 – 9.0 m²

Sailsize 7.5 – 9.5 m²

Sailsize 7.0 – 10.0 m²

Sailsize 8.0 – 11.0 m²
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GECKO
G e cko LT D, G e cko B amb o o, G e cko H RS
Based on the massive success of the Gecko line since the initial introduction into the
Fanatic range, we are excited to complete our 2015 collection with four new shapes
sure to complement every individual’s skills, style and taste.
The much loved Shark has been discontinued, but we have integrated some of the
test legend’s best qualities into the new, larger sizes of the Gecko (120 l, 133 l, 144 l,
156 + l) creating something even better. We took the new Gecko concept of ›wider,
thinner, less volume‹ and adapted it to the larger sizes. With a gradual increase in
length (242 cm, 246 cm, 250 cm) and straighter outlines, a great deal of balance and
stability is on offer. We can assure you that the Gecko is able to cater for footstrap
first timers and planers, all the while still maintaining its manoeuvrability as seen in the
smaller sizes.
Wide and thin – that’s the overall Gecko concept. This combined with the extremely
evenly distributed volume, less volume is needed for the same outstanding planing effect.
We ensure that you have ›just the right‹ amount of board so you could in fact ride a
smaller Gecko than you normally would. The flatter deck transitions into thinned out rails
offering a secure platform for your stance and the ability to dig deep into your carving
manoeuvres which the Gecko will execute outstandingly.
Available in three technologies – High Resistance Skin, Bamboo Sandwich Light and
Innegra Carbon LTD there’s a Gecko to suit everyone!
In addition to their extraordinary carving attributes, the Gecko has the ability to
generate good ›pop‹, perfect for your first classic freestyle moves. If you’re looking for a
board that is a pioneer planer and master carver then the Gecko is a must for you!

K e y Fe at u res :
‣‣ 75 degree pintail reduces drag and enhances control
‣‣ Wide compact outline for early planing
‣‣ Increased length and parallel outlines for the new 120 l, 133 l, 146 l and 156 + l
‣‣ High performance scoop rocker line and tail for a higher entry and flat tail release
‣‣ Flat deck transitioning into thinned out rails for the ultimate carving experience
‣‣ Flat panel power V bottom shape
‣‣ Slight double concave on the 4 new bigger sizes

Photo by
John Carter
Riders
daniel aeberli
alice arutkin
adam lewis
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m atteo Iachino
Pierre Mortefon
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f r ee r ace

Ray

1 × Choco Fins Slalom G10

Photo by
John Carter
Rider
pierre Mortefon

Ray 99

Ray 111

Ray 120

Width 63 cm

Width 69 cm

Width 74 cm

Length 235 cm

Length 235 cm

Length 235 cm

technology BGS / LF

technology BGS / LF

technology BGS / LF

Fittings Choco Fins
Slalom 36 cm G10;
Medium Tuttle Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Slalom 40 cm G10;
Medium Tuttle Box

Fittings Choco Fins
Slalom 44 cm G10;
Medium Tuttle Box

Sailsize 5.5 – 8.2 m²

Sailsize 6.0 – 8.6 m²

Sailsize 6.5 – 9.2 m²
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RAY
The Fanatic Ray is the user-friendly speed demon suited to
every windsurfer. 2015 sees some modifications to the range,
enhancing this already phenomenal performer that is accessible
to all intermediate riders alike. The design emulates that of our
race ready PWA Falcon Slalom shapes and the Freeride-friendly
construction of Biax Glass Sandwich sees the Ray come in at a
very affordable price.
Echoing the changes in the Falcon line up, we see blistering top
speeds, outstanding gybing performance and great acceleration
capacities. Early planing is enhanced by a wider outline around
the front footstraps, which also effortlessly supports the board on
the plane through any lull.
Acceleration, top speed and control is boosted by a revised
cut out design and board balance is supported by advanced
volume flow. The ergo rail design increases response when
gybing giving a solid and speedy performance through your turns.
A fantastically fast yet friendly design, the Ray will give you the
ride of your life!

K e y Fe at u res :
‣‣ Wider outlines around the front footstraps
‣‣ Ergo rail design
‣‣ Efficient cut out design
‣‣ Balanced volume flow
‣‣ Proven rockers that deliver speed and control

Photos by
John Carter
Riders
left m at teo iachino
right pierre mortefon
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falcon Slalom

Photo by
John Carter
Rider
m atteo Iachino

Falcon Slalom 90

Falcon Slalom 99

Falcon Slalom 111

Falcon Slalom 120 Falcon Slalom 130 Falcon Slalom 138 Falcon Slalom 152

Width 59 cm

Width 63 cm

Width 69 cm

Width 74 cm

Width 81 cm

Width 85 cm

Width 90 cm

Length 235 cm

Length 235 cm

Length 235 cm

Length 235 cm

Length 230 cm

Length 230 cm

Length 230 cm

technology BCS / LF

technology BCS / LF

technology Full BCS / LF

technology Full BCS / LF

technology Full BCS / LF

technology Full BCS / LF

technology Full BCS / LF

Fittings No Fin;
Short Tuttle Box;

Fittings No Fin;
Medium Tuttle Box

Fittings No Fin;
Medium Tuttle Box

Fittings No Fin;
Medium Tuttle Box

Fittings No Fin;
Deep Tuttle Box

Fittings No Fin;
Deep Tuttle Box

Fittings No Fin;
Deep Tuttle Box

Sailsize 5.0 – 7.8 m²

Sailsize 5.5 – 8.2 m²

Sailsize 6.0 – 8.6 m²

Sailsize 6.5 – 9.2 m²

Sailsize 6.8 – 9.5 m²

Sailsize 7.0 – 10.0 m²

Sailsize 7.5 – 11.0+ m²
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Falcon Slalom
If you have a need for ›supercharged‹ speed then the Falcon Slalom is for you. The
board of champions, the Falcon will accelerate you to the podium!
2015 sees three new shapes, 99 l, 111 l and 138 l, as well as the highly successful
90 l, 120 l, 130 l, 152 l, carrying over unchanged. After an intense R & D effort we
assure you, that Fanatic’s Falcon Slalom range has surpassed our design objectives
of high top speeds, outstanding gybing performance and extreme acceleration, all
of which guarantee Slalom wins. Designed to be unrivaled at speed we have spent
countless hours refining this concept and testing. The most noticeable difference in the
new designs is a wider outline around the front footstraps. This added area enhances
early planing and effortlessly supports the board on the plane through any lull. The cut
out design has been revised in outline and depth, boosting acceleration, top speed
and control. Board balance is then supported by the advanced volume flow. Cruising
straight over the chop your stance will be steady and your speed up as you fly past
the competition. Tuned bottom shapes have been altered to deliver top acceleration
along with a solid and engaging sensation when gybing. Better proven rocker delivers
the perfect blend of speed and control. The trim has been modified by revising the
insert and fin positions, all of which enhance the Falcon Slalom’s overall engaging and
outstanding performance.
The Falcon Slalom comes in the unbeatable Biax Carbon Light Construction, the
highest quality and lightweight feel is superbly complemented by its stiffness.
The Falcon Slalom design and performance is outstanding. Ultra fast, engaging, and
responsive through jibes, it’s a world class board that will give you a world class ride.

K e y Fe at u res :
‣‣ Wider outlines around the front footstraps
‣‣ Ergo rail design
‣‣ Efficient cut out design
‣‣ Balanced volume flow
‣‣ Proven rockers that deliver speed and control
‣‣ Tuned bottom shape

Photos by
John Carter
Riders
left daniel aeberli
right m atteo iachino
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falcon Formula
Get ready for the ride of your life! Evolved
directly from Fanatic’s CAD developed Falcon
Slalom range is the Falcon Formula. Our
extensive R & D knowledge created the unique
Formula concept; upwind range and downwind speed, the combination of which is all
that matters when the race is on!
Outstanding light wind performance and
accessible speed is generated by the precise
mixture of scoop rocker line, rail shape
and balanced volume distribution. A slight
concave in the tail increases incredible
acceleration output, while the double concave
in the opening V towards the nose makes for
the smoothest ride over the choppiest water.
Strong, powerful rails towards the tail ensure
this board soars upwind effortlessly, while
the positioning of the mast base increases
stability and smooth laminar airflow.
Constructed with our high end Biax Carbon
Sandwich on both the top and bottom giving
a super lightweight finish to this finely tuned
racing machine.

K e y Fe at u res :
‣‣ Speed proven rocker line taken from the
Falcon Slalom boards
‣‣ Single concave in the tail section for better
acceleration and top speeds
‣‣ Special cut out design allows for perfect
board trim
‣‣ Powerful shape in the tail for excellent
upwind performance
‣‣ Full Carbon lightweight construction
‣‣ Double inside back strap position for high
wind setup
‣‣ Small lightweight pads and centre straps
‣‣ Deep Tuttle fin box

Falcon Formula 170
Width 100 cm
Length 230 cm
technology Full BCS / LF
Photo by
John Carter
Rider
m atteo iachino

Fittings No Fin;
Deep Tuttle Box
Sailsize 8.0 – 12.5+ m²
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Photo by
John Carter
Rider
pierre Mortefon

falcon Speed
State of the art boards, built for extreme speed, inspired by Speed riders.
Dirk Jan Knol and Patrick van Hoof wanted to dominate at the Lüderitz
Speed contest and knew that in order to do so they needed to be well
prepared. Fanatic, open to pushing the boundaries of the sport through
innovation and design, agreed to produce some custom prototypes. This
gave the freedom to the two highly knowledgable riders to create a new
Speed line.
Having gained so much experience through our extensive R & D process
for the Fanatic Falcon, we knew that we could take this design as solid
foundation and build on it. The Falcon Speed boards have an unprecedented
balance across the bottom with a neutral Speed shape (slight double
concaves up front and V release of the tail) inspired by the 51 Speed and
the Falcon 89 l Slalom, these two shapes are among the fastest for
lighting speeds. Vast recess induces a low pivot point on the board resulting
in less force having to be counteracted by the rider. Rail shapes of this
Speed board are relatively thick but not boxy, giving maximum control as
well as quick acceleration from these narrow shapes off the start line.
Stance is where most of the boards performance starts. Driven by the
rider, it is the main connection point and where almost everything is initiated.
An ergonomic rail shape contributes towards the outstanding grip, balance,
feel and driving abilities found on the Falcon Speed. With everything
combined, it’s no wonder Patrick scored the Belgium 500 m record on the
44 cm and 50 cm, whilst Dirk Jan took 1st place, winning yet another Dutch
Championship on the 50 cm.

KEY FE AT U RES :
‣‣ Deep recess deck for maximum control at top speed
‣‣ Neutral speed bottom shape
‣‣ Slight double concaves up front and V release of the tail
‣‣ Ergonomic rail shape for a secure stance and optimum grip
‣‣ Narrow and parallel speed outline
‣‣ Balanced volume flow
‣‣ CAD designed and analysed
‣‣ »Lüderitz approved«

FALCON Speed 44

FALCON Speed 50

volume 54 l

volume 68 l

FALCON Speed 56
volume 79 l

Length 230 cm

Length 230 cm

Length 235 cm

technology BCS / LF

technology BCS / LF

technology BCS / LF

Fittings No Fin,
Tuttle Box

Fittings No Fin,
Tuttle Box

Fittings No Fin,
Tuttle Box

Sailsize 4.0 – 6.5 m²

Sailsize 4.5 – 7.0 m²

Sailsize 4.5 – 7.5 m²
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Photo by
kl a as voget
Rider
Lisa gertenbach
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viper
The most valuable board is the one that teaches new enthusiasts how to Windsurf. The Viper does just that.
Fanatic has a sublime knowledge base that is channelled into building the ultimate board to get new sailors on
the water and succeed!
The Viper is all about pure progression. Catering for those first moments of standing on the board, holding a
boom, through to full speed planing in footstraps. A compact, retractable daggerboard and durable Power Box
fin make the Viper ultra versatile, offering both, true light wind glide and a more advanced fun board in one
package.
The Softdeck pad is kind on the knees, which is warmly welcomed by beginners and experienced novices
alike. A long, adjustable mast track makes tuning the board to suit smaller or larger sails extremely straightforward, while the nose handle helps to move the board around.
The High Resistance Skin (HRS) offers tough durability across all of the available sizes and the four different
widths means the Viper range is exceptionally accommodating to every size, age and skill of rider. A plain
white Softdeck version is also available for schools and clubs.

K e y Fe at u res :
‣‣ CAD engineered power rocker line for optimum waterline
‣‣ Removable daggerboard for light wind tracking,
while a sealable slot is available for high wind use

Photos by
John Carter
Riders
top Saskia tegethoff
left alice arutkin
right m a x rowe

‣‣ Multiple footstrap positions available
‣‣ Thinner outline for control and mastering foot steering
‣‣ Pintail for easy release when learning to master the gybe

Viper 70

ride rig 5.0 m 2

ride rig 5.5 m 2

ride rig 6.0 m 2

boom 171 cm

boom 179 cm

boom 185 cm

luff 421 cm

luff 438 cm

luff 457 cm

mast 430 cm / 21 IMCS

mast 430 cm / 21 IMCS

mast 430 cm / 25 IMCS

Viper 75

Volume 150 l

Volume 160 l

Length 270 cm

Length 275 cm

technology HRS

technology HRS

Fittings Fanatic
Viper 34 cm & Daggerboard;
Power Box

Fittings Fanatic
Viper 34 cm & Daggerboard;
Power Box

Sailsize 2.0 – 8.0 m²

Sailsize 2.0 – 10.0 m²

Viper 80

Viper 85

Volume 190 l

Volume 220 l

Length 280 cm

Length 285 cm

technology HRS

technology HRS
Fittings Fanatic
Viper 34 cm & Daggerboard;
Power Box
Sailsize 2.0 – 10.0 m²

ride rig 6.5 m 2

ride rig 7.0 m 2

ride rig 7.5 m 2

boom 195 cm

boom 210 cm

boom 215 cm

luff 468 cm

luff 458 cm

luff 480 cm

Fittings Fanatic
Viper 34 cm & Daggerboard;
Power Box

mast 460 cm / 25 IMCS

mast 460 cm / 25 IMCS

mast 460 cm / 25 IMCS

Sailsize 2.0 – 10.0 m²
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viper air

PREMIUM backpack (90 cm × 40 cm × 25 cm)
For easy transport, with padded shoulder straps & inner
storage pocket, extra belly belt

3-piece Paddle

Photo by
john carter
Rider
m a x rowe

viper air

Shaft material Alu

Volume 290 l

Blade material PA-Glass reinforced

Width 85 cm

shaft length 170 – 210 cm

Length 285 cm

blade with 8.6” / 22.0 cm

thickness 6” / 15 cm

blade Area 678 cm2

technology Drop Stitch Double Layer
Fittings 2 × Single Fin 19.5 cm; 2 × US Box
Sailsize 2.0 – 10.0 cm2

2× Fly Air 19.5 cm

Bravo SUP3

Single Fin; US Box

Double Action Pump
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viper air
2015 sees the new Viper Air joining the inflatable
range. Without a doubt the most desirable inflatable
WindSUP ever, it is lighter and tougher than the
traditional boards. The ideal Funboard for new
Windsurf enthusiasts and SUP lovers, its’ diversity
caters for the whole family as well as schools and
clubs.

NEW SHAPE

The Viper Air delivers advantageous characteristics
to the rider. Optimum glide, a stable platform, great
turning potential and all round manoeuvrability. These
classic traits are rounded off with our Bravo SUP3
Double Action pump for easy inflation, Double Layer
Technology for light and hassle free handling and
premium red backpack with belly belt and padded
back for convenient transportation.
Safe, straight forward and utterly sensational!

K e y Fe at u res :
‣‣ Double Layer Premium Technology
‣‣ Excellent backpack for storage and ease of
transport with padded straps and inner storage
pockets
mastfoot
Insert

‣‣ New Bravo SUP3 Double Action pump
‣‣ Removeable center fin
‣‣ Mastfoot insert for Windsurfing option

Photo by
John Carter
Riders
left top alice arutkin, noa nyberg

Photos by
Tristan Siefert
Riders
left victor fernandez, m a xi gertenbach
right victor fernandez
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ripper
Start them young with the Ripper and introduce them into a sport they can do for a lifetime. Using an extensive
knowledge base, Fanatic has developed the ultimate setup for the next generation of Windsurfing heroes.
Available in both the classic 102 l and the larger 120 l for taller, older children, the overall design revolves
around a user-friendly performance and all weather control.
Plenty of width ensures stability and light wind planing abilities. In addition to this, the Ripper offers a fast
top speed, fitting for rapidly advancing sailors or parents looking to pass on and demonstrate their Windsurfing
knowledge.
A wide range of footstrap options and removable centre fin make the Ripper highly adaptable and the
perfect board to grow with. The Softdeck is kind on the knees while offering new riders all the grip they could
possibly want.
Fanatic Brand Manager and former PWA rider Craig Gertenbach, Fanatic UK agent Nik Baker, and shaper
Sebastian Wenzel, have 7 children between them, so the Ripper’s concept and development was based
around their very own real teaching experiences, research and feedback.
The perfect board / rig combo to pass on the passion for Windsurfing to the next generation. Confidence is
key and the Ripper gives the younger generation as much as they could dream for.

K e y Fe at u res :
‣‣ CAD crafted volume distribution for both stability and Freeride fun
‣‣ Soft rails for an easy introduction to jibing and foot steering
‣‣ Easy on / off centre fin to suit all abilities
‣‣ Durable softdeck for ultra grip and comfort

Photos by
tristan siefert
Riders
Top right Lisa & M a xi Gertenbach
Victor Fernandez
Left bottom m a xi gertenbach

Photos by
kl a as voget
Riders
Top left M a xi & Cr aig Gertenbach
Bottom right lisa gertenbach

ripper KIDS 102

ripper KIDS 120

Width 69 cm

Width 69 cm

Length 242 cm

Length 245 cm

technology HRS

technology HRS
Fittings Fanatic
Ripper 36 cm & 39 cm;
Power Box
Sailsize 1.5 – 8.0 m²

ripper kids rig
1.5 m 2

ripper kids rig
2.5 m 2

ripper kids rig
3.5 m 2

boom 125 – 170 cm

boom 125 – 170 cm

boom 140 – 180 cm

luff 195 cm

luff 260 cm

luff 290 cm

Fittings Fanatic
Ripper 30 cm & 39 cm;
Power Box

mast (Aluminium 2-pcs) 200 cm

mast (Aluminium 2-pcs) 265 cm

mast (Aluminium 2-pcs) 290 cm

Sailsize 1.5 – 8.0 m²
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promo gear
Promo Wear

Photo by
john carter

Tanktop »Boardriding«
heather grey
women S – L

T-Shirt »Boardriding«
heather grey
men S – XL

T-Shirt »Addicted To Ride«
white
men S – XL

T-Shirt »Addicted To Ride«
heather blue
men S – XL

hoodie »Addicted To Ride«
grey
UNISEX S – XL

Riders
m a xime van gent
kl a as voget
Victor Fernandez
Alice & Arthur arutkin

Wet Shirt
Red
UNISEX S – XXL

POS Items

Fitted net Cap Grey
unisex

Fitted Cap »Fanatic« Blue
unisex

Fitted Cap »F« red
unisex

Fitted visor »fanatic« grey
Unisex

Beanie grey
unisex
Keyrings

Folding Tent

Star Tent

Sticker

STICKER »Fanatic«
1 Set = 10 pcs 12 × 2 cm

Sticker »Fanatic« silver
1 Set = 10 pcs 12 × 2 cm

TEX-STICKER »Fanatic«
Logo Team

SAILSTICKER »Fanatic«
(Both side printed)
Buoy
120  × 100 cm / 180  × 160 cm

STICKER »F«
1 Set = 5 pcs 8 × 11 cm

Sticker »F« silver
1 Set = 10 pcs 4,6 × 6 cm

SAILSTICKER »F«
(Set for front & back)

LOGO STICKER
Set 68 × 68 cm

Doormat »F«
75 × 45 cm

Beach Chair

Flag Standard
100  × 100 cm

Banner
68 × 200 cm

Flag Vertical
160 × 60 cm /
220 × 80 cm

Beach Flag
421 × 80 cm
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center
For your best holiday ever, try our new
boards at one of our Fanatic centers, in some
of the most beautiful windsurfing destinations
worldwide!

Club Mistral:
What is our company all about? Windsurfing, Kitesurfing, Surfing
and SUP in the most beautiful and windy places of the world,
unforgettable holidays and the most fun on the water. With
20 Windsurfing, 13 Kitesurfing, 15 SUP and 6 Surfing centers in
14 destinations worldwide, we have managed to become one of
the leaders in the water sports / tourism section. To round it off,
we have an in-house travel agency, Travel People Ltd., which is
always happy to give advice when it comes to complete travel
packages.
Club Mistral – The Ocean Ambassadors.
company@club-mistral.com
www.club-mistral.com

Fanatic Camps with
Tom & Yoli de Brendt:

3W:
Our surf stations are positioned directly on some of the best
spots for windsurfing and our professional teams are waiting
for you on site with the latest materials from Fanatic and
NorthSails.

Our Fanatic Windsurf Camps should
transmit all the fun of this sport – a week
packed with knowledge, exercises and
windsurfing training in great company,
with good times together on and off of
the water and lots of fun! During our
camps ever ybody will improve their windsurfing level in a relaxed but progressive
and ver y enjoyable week at some of the
best windsurf spots worldwide.

w w w.3w-surf.com
info @3w-surf.com

w w w.windsurflabor.de
w w w.club-mistral.com
w w w.fanatic-boarderscenter.com

Club Nathalie Simon:
Come and enjoy your passion of watersports in one of our
Club Nathalie Simon Windsurf Centers, situated in some of
the best spots worldwide! With your family or with friends
you will find a welcoming crew who will make your holidays
a real pleasure!
info @ sport-away.com
w w w.sport-away.com

Fanatic The Boarder’s Center:

Club Aldiana:

Dream. Explore. Enjoy. Improve. Discover. Meet. Share. Ride with no
restrictions. Windsurfing, Kitesurfing, Surfing, SUP and a whole world of
Boarding action awaits you. LIFE IS NOW at FBC!!! Come and share
our addictions in our top windy and sunny destinations around the globe:
Kos, Lanzarote, Fuerteventura, Moulay, Zanzibar, St Martin, Martinique,
Tobago, Grenadines, El Yaque and Safaga.

H olida y s with fri e nds !

Addicted to Ride, Addicted to Travel, Addicted to Your Sensations!
Fanatic the Boarders Center – The official Fanatic Centers – Powered
by Travel People GmbH
www.fanatic-boarderscenter.com
company@fanatic-boarderscenter.com

www.aldiana.com
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Once again, we bring decades of board shaping, construction knowledge and watermanship
to SUP. The most genuine »sport for all« and rapidly evolving water sport of the future. Our
mission is to build the best, most reliable and highly innovative paddleboards on the planet.
Our ever growing range rings success with our team riders bringing home the results! Pushing
the boundaries with our R & D Team, our discoveries allow us to improve and evolve supreme
SUPs to suit your needs.
For more info go to: www.fanatic.com/sup or get our Fanatic SUP brochure!

Photo by
JOHN CARTER
RiderS
Kl a as Voget
Victor Fernandez
Alice Arutkin
M a xime van Gent
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Radical Wave
Quad TE

TriWave TE

Freestyle / Wave
FreeWave TXTR

FreeWave TE

freestyle

FreeWave CWS

Skate TE

Freecarve

Skate BGS

Hawk LTD

Freemove

Hawk Bamboo

Model 2015

Volume

Width	

Length	

Board Technology	

rec. Sail sizes	

Quad TE 69

69 l

52.5 cm

225 cm

IC / LF

3.3 – 5.0 m2

Quad TE 76

76 l

55.5 cm

226 cm

IC / LF

3.7 – 5.3 m2

Quad TE 82

82 l

57.5 cm

227 cm

IC / LF

4.0 – 5.8 m2

Quad TE 89

89 l

60 cm

228 cm

IC / LF

4.2 – 6.2 m2

Quad TE 101

101 l

63.5 cm

230 cm

IC / LF

4.5 – 6.5 m2

TriWave TE 69

69 l

54.5 cm

226 cm

IC / LF

3.3 – 5.0 m2

TriWave TE 76

76 l

56 cm

227 cm

IC / LF

3.7 – 5.3 m2

TriWave TE 81

81 l

58 cm

228 cm

IC / LF

4.0 – 5.8 m2

TriWave TE 88

88 l

59.5 cm

229 cm

IC / LF

4.2 – 6.2 m2

TriWave TE  95

95 l

61.5 cm

231 cm

IC / LF

4.5 – 6.5 m2

TriWave TE  103

103 l

63.5 cm

232 cm

IC / LF

4.7 – 6.7 m2

FreeWave TE 76; FreeWave CWS 76

76 l

56 cm

232 cm

IC / LF; CWS

3.7 – 6.0 m2

FreeWave TeXtreme® 86; FreeWave TE 86; FreeWave CWS 86

86 l

58.5 cm

233 cm

TeXtreme® IC / LF; IC / LF; CWS

4.2 – 6.5m2

FreeWave TeXtreme® 96; FreeWave TE 96; FreeWave CWS 96

96 l

61 cm

234 cm

TeXtreme® IC / LF; IC / LF; CWS

4.5 – 6.7 m2

FreeWave TeXtreme® 106; FreeWave TE 106; FreeWave CWS 106

106 l

63.5 cm

235 cm

TeXtreme® IC / LF; IC / LF; CWS

4.7 – 7.0 m2

FreeWave TE 116; FreeWave CWS 116

116 l

66 cm

236 cm

IC / LF; CWS

5.0 – 7.3 m2

Skate TE 85

85 l

60 cm

229 cm

IC / LF

3.7 – 5.9 m2

Skate TE 93

93 l

62 cm

228 cm

IC / LF

4.2 – 6.4 m2

Skate TE 101

101 l

64 cm

228 cm

IC / LF

4.5 – 7.0 m2

Skate TE 111

111 l

66.5 cm

227 cm

IC / LF

5.0 – 7.5 m2

Skate 100

100 l

63.5 cm

235 cm

BGS / LF

4.5 – 7.0 m2

Skate 110

110 l

66.5 cm

237 cm

BGS / LF

5.0 – 7.5 m2

Hawk LTD 99; Hawk Bamboo 99

99 l

62 cm

239 cm

IC / BSLT / LF; BOS / LF

4.5 – 7.5 m2

Hawk LTD 113; Hawk Bamboo 113

113 l

66 cm

241 cm

IC / BSLT / LF; BOS / LF

5.0 – 8.0 m2

Hawk LTD 124; Hawk Bamboo 124

124 l

70 cm

242 cm

IC / BSLT / LF; BOS / LF

5.5 – 8.5 m2

Gecko LTD 98; Gecko Bamboo 98; Gecko HRS 98

98 l

63 cm

239 cm

IC / BSLT / LF; BOS / LF; HRS

4.5 – 7.5 m2

Gecko LTD 105; Gecko Bamboo 105; Gecko HRS 105

105 l

69 cm

239 cm

IC / BSLT / LF; BOS / LF; HRS

5.0 – 8.0 m2

Gecko LTD 112; Gecko Bamboo 112; Gecko HRS 112

112 l

73 cm

239 cm

IC / BSLT / LF; BOS / LF; HRS

5.5 – 8.5 m2

Gecko LTD 120; Gecko Bamboo 120; Gecko HRS 120

120 l

76 cm

242 cm

IC / BSLT / LF; BOS / LF; HRS

6.0 – 9.0 m2

Gecko LTD 133; Gecko Bamboo 133; Gecko HRS 133

133 l

78 cm

246 cm

IC / BSLT / LF; BOS / LF; HRS

7.5 – 9.5 m2

Gecko LTD 146; Gecko Bamboo 146; Gecko HRS 146

146 l

83 cm

250 cm

IC / BSLT / LF; BOS / LF; HRS

7.0 – 10.0 m2

Gecko Bamboo 156+; Gecko HRS 156+

156 l

85 cm

252 cm

BOS / LF; HRS

8.0 – 11.0 m2

Ray 99

99 l

63 cm

235 cm

BGS / LF

5.5 – 8.2 m2

Ray 111

111 l

69 cm

235 cm

BGS / LF

6.0 – 8.6 m2

Ray 120

120 l

74 cm

235 cm

BGS / LF

6.5 – 9.2 m2

Falcon Slalom 90

90 l

59 cm

235 cm

BCS / LF

5.0 – 7.8 m2

Fal con Slalom 99

99 l

63 cm

235 cm

BCS / LF

5.5 – 8.2 m2

Fal con Slalom 111

111 l

69 cm

235 cm

Full BCS / LF (Deck & Bottom)

6.0 – 8.6 m2

Falcon Slalom 120

120 l

74 cm

235 cm

Full BCS / LF (Deck & Bottom)

6.5 – 9.2 m2

Falcon Slalom 130

130 l

81 cm

230 cm

Full BCS / LF (Deck & Bottom)

6.8 – 9.5 m2

Falcon Slalom 138

138 l

85 cm

230 cm

Full BCS / LF (Deck & Bottom)

7.0 – 10.0 m2

Falcon Slalom 152

152 l

90 cm

230 cm

Full BCS / LF (Deck & Bottom)

7.5 – 11.0+ m2

Falcon Formula 170

170 l

100 cm

230 cm

Full BCS / LF (Deck & Bottom)

8.0 – 12.5+ m2

Falcon Speed 44 Lüderitz

54 l

44 cm

230 cm

BCS / LF

4.0 – 6.5 m2

Falcon Speed 50

68 l

50 cm

230 cm

BCS / LF

4.5 – 7.0 m2

Falcon Speed 56

79 l

56 cm

235 cm

BCS / LF

4.5 – 7.5 m2

Viper 70

150 l

70 cm

270 cm

HRS – Softdeck

2.0 – 8.0 m2

Viper 75

160 l

75 cm

275 cm

HRS – Softdeck

2.0 – 10.0 m2

Viper 80

190 l

80 cm

280 cm

HRS – Softdeck

2.0 – 10.0 m2

Viper 85

220 l

85 cm

285 cm

HRS – Softdeck

2.0 – 10.0 m2

Viper Air

290 l

33.5”/85 cm

9’5” / 285 cm

DL

2.0 – 10.0 m2

Ripper 102

102 l

69 cm

242 cm

HRS – Softdeck

1.5 – 8.0 m2

Ripper 120

120 l

69 cm

245 cm

HRS – Softdeck

1.5 – 8.0 m2

Gecko LTD

Gecko Bamboo
Wave

Freerace
Gecko HRS
freestyle

Ray

slalom / Speed
Falcon Speed

freeride / comfort

Falcon Slalom Falcon Formula

entry / Kids
Viper

Viper Air

freeride / performance	slalom / speed	Entry

Ripper
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